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For a weight function w: [0, (k'[ --+ [0, x[ we denote by 8,,,,,(IR: N j the class of
all w-ultradifTerentiable functions of Beurling type on IR: N Each clement in 8,,,,)( IR:"')
is a function with w-rapid polynomial approximation on each compact set K c IR: N

,

whenever w is a strong weight function, i.e.,

sup inf III - pil K eB"" II < [f,',
.,

l~ f'\:J II E" :1""

for all B~ I,

where :JJ;v denotes the space of all polynomials in N variables of degree ~ I and
I, K denotes the sup-norm on K. In the present pages there is given a family of

weight functions w such that each function J with w-rapid polynomial approxima
tion defined on a compact set K satisfying Markov's inequality can be extended to
an w-ultradifTerentiable function on IR: N However this is not true for the small
Gevrey classes 1i;,1 "'I = r(t/l. I' 1<j95 Acadcl11i..: Press. Inc.

By Jackson's theorem each ex -function f on IR N can be approximated
on each compact set KeIRN in the following way:

for all B?- L (I)

Here 2jJ~( denotes the space of all polynomials in N variables of degree ~ I
and II II K denotes the sup-norm on K. Let s( K) denote the space of all con
tinuous functions on K having property (I), Then the following restriction
map is well-defined and has dense range:

Here ~(IRN) denotes the space of all Ck-functions on IR N, PleSniak [II]
(see also [9]) has shown that the map R K is surjective if the compact
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set K admits Markov's inequality, i.e., there exist positive numbers Ct. and
M such that

(MI)

Moreover for a compact set K c /RN with (M I) PleSniak constructed a
continuous extension operator by explicit formulas:

/Es(K).

Similar considerations for analytic functions were made by Baouendi and
Goulaouic [1 J, Pldniak [10 J, and Siciak [14].

In the present article we investigate the problem of extension of functions
defined on a compact set K c /R"' with certain approximation properties
(which are stronger then the one in (I)) to subclasses of all ex -functions.
For a weight function w (see Definition 3) we denote by /,'IW) the class of
w-ultradifferentiable functions of Beur/ing type, which were introduced by
Beurling [2], Bjorck [3J, and Braun et al. [5]. If w(t) = t lid, d> I the
class 1,'(0» is equal to the small Gevrey class

(we write "K cc /RN" when K is compact). According to Bonet et al. [4]
the analogeue of the Whitney extension theorem holds for the class I,'(W) if
and only if w is a strong weight function (see Remark 5( b)). Further results
concerning the existence of continuous linear extension operators for
w- Whitney jets were obtained in [7] and Meise and Taylor [8]. Chaumat
and Chollet [6] also investigated the problem of extension of ultradifferen
tiable functions for the Carleman classes C{ M/,: and C( Mpl. By results of
Petzsche [12J each function f E °10»( /R'\ where w is a strong weight func
tion, can be approximated on each set K cc /RN as follows:

dK,B(f) :=sup inf .11/- pheB",(/) < ex,
J E ~ij P E ,;.;','

for all B?:- 1. (2)

This implies as in the case of all e' -functions that the following map is
well-defined and has dense range:

Here slo)I(Kj denotes the space of all continuous functions on K with
property (2), endowed with the semi-norms (dK.B)B~ l' The elements in
SI'''l( K) are called functions with w-rapid polynomial approximation. We
write Sldl( K) instead of '\'(11.4 K). In the following theorem we give a family
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of weight functions w such that each function on K with w-rapid polynomial
approximation can be extended to an w-ultradifTerentiable function on IR N

.

THEOREM 1. Let w be a »'eight function such that for each C> 1 there exists
L> 1 with w(t C

) ~ L(w(t) + 1), t;?: O. Suppose the compact set K admits
Markov's inequality (Ml). Then there exists a continuous extension operator

(P)

On the other hand for many weight functions w it is impossible to extend
all functions in .1'(0))( K) to eX-functions in 6'10))( 1R"'j.

THEOREM 2. For each d> 1 the map R K : rdl(lR) ~.\.Id)([ -1,1]) is not
surjective.

The proofs of the theorems are based on techniques used by Paw}ucki
and PleSniak [9]. To show the existence of the extension operator E K in
Theorem 1 we will use the linear topological invariant (ON), which was
used by Vogt [16] to characterize the closed linear subspaces of s. In the
proof of Theorem 2 we need certain estimates for the derivatives of the
Chebychev polynomials.

I thank Professor R. Meise for drawing my attention to the problem
treated in this paper. I also thank Professor W. Plesniak for valuable
criticism and remarks.

DEFINITION 3. For a continuous increasing function w: [0, 00 [ ~

[0, 00 [ we consider the following properties:

(rx) there exist K, Q> 1 and to;?: 0 such that w( Kt) ~ Qw( t), t ;?: to;

f
x w(t)

--2dt< CD;
o 1+ t

(y) lim log(t) = O.
I-X w(t) ,

(15) qJO): tl--->w(e') is convex:

Ix: w(yt)
(e) there exists c> 0 such that -2~ dt ~ C( w( y) +1), for all y ;?: O.

l t

The function w is called a weight function (strong weight function) if it
satisfies (rx), (P), (y), (0) (and (e)). For x ~ 0 we set w(x) := w( -x). The
Young conjugate qJ::' : [0, w[ ~ IR of qJO) is defined by

y ;?: o.
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DEFINITION 4. Let w be a weight function.

(a) Let Q c ~N be open. For fE CY:(Q), K cc Q, and IE N we
define:

IlfIIK'!:= sup IIFX)IIK'
Itx[ .; I

where II II K denotes the sup-norm on K. Moreover we define the space

6(W)(Q) := {! E COC(Q) I for all K cc Q, B ~ 1:

Ilfll~,B:= ~~~ IIf11 K/ exp ( -BqJ(~ (~)) < ex;},

endowed with its natural projective limit topology,

(b) Let A c ~N be closed. For a Whitney jet f E C(A), K cc A, and
IE N we set

._ I(R~f)tx(Y)1 ,
IfIK,I'- sup sup I _ '1/+I-ltxl(l+1-lexl).+llfIIK,I,

x. y E K Itxl .; I X }
x#y

where

We define the space

6(w)(A) := {f E 6'(A) I for all K cc A, B ~ I:

Ifl~.B:=~~~ IflK,1 exp ( -BqJ(~ C~ I)) < ex; },

endowed with the projective limit topology.
The elements of 0w)(.Q)(t;w)(A» are called w-ultradifTerentiable func

tions (Whitney jets) of Beurling type on Q (on A).

Remark 5. (a) For a weight function w Braun et al. [5] proved that
there exist non-trivial functions in ~wi ~ ...') with compact support, i.e., the
classes 0'(w) are non-quasianalytic. 8;",)(Q) is a nuclear Frechet space and
0'(wI( A) is a Frechet-Schwartz space.

(b) According to Bonet et al. [4] for each closed set A c ~N and
each w-Whitney jet f E 6(W)( A) there exists a function FE 8;",)( ~N) such
that F(txII A =f"', txE N~' if and only if w is a strong weight function.
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(c) The following functions are weight functions:

(l) OJ(t) = t~, 0 < (X < 1

(2) OJ(t) = (log( 1 + t) )fl , /i> 1

(3) OJ(t)=t(log(e+t)) fl,p> 1.

(4) OJ(t) = exp(fi(log( 1 + tW), 0 < (X < 1, P> O.

The weight functions in (1), (2), and (4) are strong weight functions.

DEFINITION 6. (a) Let.OJ';\' denote the set of all polynomials of degree
at most l. Set ;0"'~\:= {O}. For a closed set A c IR N we denote by C(A) the
space of all continuous functions on A. Given fE C(A) and a compact set
K c A we define for j E No U { - 1}

dK(j, .0";\') := inf{llf - pll Kip E .0";v}.

(b) Let OJ be a weight function and A c IR N be a closed set. We define
the space

.\'(wl(A) = {IE C(A) I for each B~ 1, K cc A:

dK,n(f):= sup d/l..{j, .0/';\') e Bwill < oc},
I;, -I

where s(w,(A) endowed with the semi-norms (dK ,B)KccA,8;' I is a Frechet
space, The elements of S(WI( A) are called functions with OJ-rapid polynomial
approximation. We write Sldl(A) instead of '\·U'.JI( A),

Remark 7. Let OJ be a strong weight function, From Petzsche [12] we
have the following topological identity: 8;w,(IR")=.\'("'I(IR"} One can check
that for each closed set A c [RN the map

is well-defined, linear, and continuous. The map Rw,A is injective if A is a C X
_

determining set; i,e., for each f E 8( A ) the property fO IA = °impliesr IA = 0,
for each (X E N ~'. In this case we identify 6';",)( A) with a subset of s(w)( A).

PROPOSITION 8, Let OJ he a strong weight function and KeIRN be a com
pact, C" -determining set, Then the following are equivalent:

(1) 6';w)(K) = s(w)(K);

(2) for each B~ 1 there exist D, C>O such that for all IE N, PE.o}~,

and mEN \i'e have
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Proof. (I) = (2). By the open mapping theorem R w • K is a topological
isomorphism. Thus for each B ~ I there exist D I ~ I, C, > 0 so that for all
IE SI()!( K) the following holds:

This implies for P e/J';v C .1'1 cd( K)

( * (m + I))sup Ipi K.m exp - Bep w -B-.
mE f'Jo

~ C] SUp dist(p, :0/'0) eD\wil')
/';,., -I

~ C, sup inf lip - qll K e D1u
'i1'1

I ~ I' ;;= - J q E .?t'

~CI sup IlpIIKeDlu)i1·)~llpIIKeDIWil).

I;,.,/,;,., -I

Hence we have shown (2).

(2)=(1). Let fES'w)(K). For each lEN there exists a polynomial
PIE·1Piv such that distA~f, .~iv) = III - pIIK' Since w satisfies condition (oc)
there exists L > I such that w( t + 1) ~ Lw( t) + L, t ~ O. Let B ~ I be
arbitrarily given. Choose numbers D~ 1 and C>O as in (2). We get for
m, n, IE N

"
~ I Ipj- Pj-IIK.m

j= ]

Hence the sequence (P)/€fJ=(PO-L.]=l(Pi- Pj '))"EN converges to a
function g in gu" I( K). It is easy to check that Ru,. K( g) = f
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From Vogt [16] we recall the following linear topological invariant.

DEFINITION 9. Let F be a Frechet space and "YJ:= (p) je N be a
fundamental system of semi-norms of F. F is said to have the property
(ON) if there exists mEN such that for each kEN there exist numbers
lEN and C>O so that II II~~CII II", II III'

Proof of Theorem 1. First we will show that 8(w)(K) = s(wl(K). Since K
is eX-determining by [11, 3.5] it suffices to show that Proposition 8(2) is
satisfied. The proof of [ 11, 3.3] implies that there exist numbers M> 0 and
A ~ I such that for all I, mEN and P E.op~,

IpIK.m ~ MIA'" IlpIIK'

Choose numbers C> 0 and to ~ 0 such that W(tA) ~ Cw(t), t ~ 10 , It is no loss
of generality to take to = O. For all I, mEN and P E .op~ the following holds:

IpIK.m ~ MIAm IlpIIK= M exp(m 10g(lA) -w(l) + w(l» IlpIIK
~ M exp(sup (m 10g(l'A) - Bw(l'» + Bw(l» IlpIIK

I'?O

~ M exp(sup (ml' - Bw(eI'IA» + Bw(l» IlpilK
I'?O

~ M exp (~~ ( ml' -~w(el'»)+ BW(l») IlpIIK

= M exp (~qJ,~ (;~) + BW(l») Ilpll K'

Then 8(2)=(1) implies tS;'V)(K)=s(wl(K). By [7,4.8] there exists a
continuous linear extension operator on K if and only if the space tS;w)(K)
has the property (ON). Since the topology on s(w)(K) coincides with the
topology on tS;w)(K) it suffices to show that the space s(wl(K) has (ON). In
doing so let B ~ 1 be arbitrarily given. For each f ESlw/K) we have

d~ B(f) = sup d~f, £?n 2 e 2Bw
(/)

I? -I

~ ( sup d~f, gpn eOJI /)( sup d~f, £?n e(2B-I lwl/)

I? -1 I?-I

= dK.1(f) dK.2B - 1(f)·

Thus the proof is complete.

Remark 10. It is easy to see that the functions ws(t) = [log+(t)]', s> I
satisfy the properties in Theorem I. On the other hand if w satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem I then there exists a number s> 0 such that
w(t) = O([log+(tn'), t -+eX). The function WI = log+ is not a weight
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function since it does not satisfy condition (y). Nevertheless we identify
61«)( IH N

) with the set of all eX-functions. In this case Theorem I has
already been proved by Pawlucki and Pldniak [9].

Proof of Theorem 2. By Remarks 5(b) and 5(c) the map

Rl - 1•1]: T1dl(IH)-+T 1d)([ -I, IJ), Rl-1.1](f)=fll-I.I]

is surjective. To prove Theorem 2 it therefore suffices to show that 8(2)
does not hold. It is easy to check that cp(~(x) = d· x log(dxle), x? e. Hence
we have to prove the following:

( I ) There exists Eo? I such that for all D? I and C> 0 there exist
numbers r, n E Nand p E q>,~ with

Ili'III[-I.IJ ?exp (r log (~] +Dnl/d + C) Ilpll[-1.1J·

To show (I) we will use the Chebychev polynomials

T,,( x) = cos(n arccos(x) ), X E IR, n EN.

T" is a polynomial of degree n. Put ro=(e-2)-I. We first show that for
each n EN and r EN, ro~ r ~ n - I the following holds:

( (n+ r) (n 2 r2
) I )(2) T~;I( I)? exp n log n -r + r log ~ +2 10g(er) .

By Timan [15,p.226J for each nEN and rEN, r~n-I we have

n2(n 2 - I)· .... (n 2
- (r - 1)2)

T 1
')( I) = ------------------

" I . 3· ... . (2r - I )

= exp (t~ log(n2-j2) - il log(2j - I))
;:;:, exp (I: log(n 2

- /) dj - (+ I log(2j -I) dj )

( (
n _ j)I'=exp -(n-j)log -e- 0

(
n+j)lr I (2 j _I)I'+I)+(n+j)log -e- 0 -2(2j-I)log -e- I

=exp ((n+r) log c;r)
(n- r) ( I) (2r + I) I)-(n-r)log -e- - r+ 2 log -e- +2 .

<\4082 1·7
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With r~ ro we obtain

UWE FRANKEN

T~I( I) ~exp ((n +r) log (n; r)

(n-r) I)-(n-r)log -e- -rlog(r)-"2 log(er)

( (n+ r) (n 2 r2
) I)= exp n log n _ r + r log -e-2 - - r log(r) - 2: log(er)

( (
n+r) (n2 r

2
) I )= exp n log n _ r + r log ~ - "2 log(er) .

Hence (2) is shown. Now choose a number Bo~ e2
. Let C, D > 0 be

arbitrarily given. Then for all n, r EN, ro~ r ~ n - I the following holds:

IIT~111 [-1.1] exp (-r log (~:) - Dn
1id

- C)

~ T~I(l) exp (-r log (~)_Dnlid - C)

( (n+ r) (n 2 r2
)~ exp n log ;=-;. + r log ~

(
r
d

) lid 1 )- rlog Eo - Dn - "2 log( er) - C

( (n+ r) (n 2
- r2 Eo)=exp nlog -- +rlog ~,

n - r r e-

lid 1 )- Dn - 2: log( er) - C .

This implies for rEN, r~ro with n:=r(d+l)/2 E N:

IIT~)II[ _1.1] exp ( -rlog (~) - Dn l1d
- c)

( (
rld+ 1)/2 + r)

~exp r(d+l l/2Iog r1d + 1)/2 _ r

(
rd + I _ r2 Eo) I )+ r log - Dr<d+ 1)/2d -- log(er) - C

rd + 1 e2 2
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( (
rld-lli2+ I)

= exp r ld + ) li210g ,
r 1d -- 1l/2 _1

(
rd

+ 1_ r
2 B ) .' 1 )+rlog --.Q -Drld+ll/2d_-Iog(er)-C

rd + 1 e2 2
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~exp(rd+J/210g(1 + rd-J~2_1)

+ rlog (I-~) - Dr1d + 1 li2d -~ log(er) - c)

(

rld- 1~/2 - 1 -~ . 1 )
~exp rld+lli2 2 +r I

r
-Drld+ll/2d+2Iog(er)-C

r,d-IJI2_1+1 rd - 1 + 1

_ ( rld-1li2 ~ log(er)
- exp 2r Id- 1)'2 1 + 2 r

r + r

1 1 C)-r -Dr . -r-rd - I -I rld+2IiI2d+21 r

=: exp(rA(D, C, r)).

Obviously one can find a number rEN with n:=r1d + 1 )/2 E N such that
A(D, C, r) ~ O. We get the following inequality:

II T~;)II [-I,l] exp ( -riOg (~:) - Dn 1id
- c) ~ 1 = II Til II [-1.1]'

Hence we have shown (I).
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